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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between plan parameters verified 
with DICOM-RT and dosimetric results for volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT). We investi- 
gated three treatment locations: prostate cancer (ten cases), maxillary sinus cancer (four cases), 
and malignant pleura mesothelioma (four cases) with treatment plans generated by a MonacoTM 
treatment planning system (TPS), and delivered with an Elekta SynergyTM linear accelerator. We 
calculated plan parameters, including gantry and multileaf collimator (MLC) positions, Monitor 
Units (MU), and millimeters of MLC motion per degree of gantry rotation (mm/degree), and per- 
formed quality assurance (QA) with a DICOM-RT plan verification system. We measured the VMAT 
dose with a two-dimensional diode array detector. The average gamma passing rate with percent 
dose acceptance criteria and distance to agreement criteria of 2 mm and 2% (2 mm/2%) were 
97.4%, 97.8% and 92.0% for prostate cancer, maxillary sinus cancer, and malignant pleural me- 
sothelioma, respectively. The mean 95th percentile value for DICOM-calculated mm/degree was 
4.0, 5.2, and 11.1 for prostate cancer, maxillary sinus cancer, and malignant pleural mesothelioma, 
respectively. The gamma passing rate showed a correlation with calculated mm/degree, with a 
coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.60. Higher calculated mm/degree values led to increased do- 
simetric errors. We conclude that dose distribution calculated by a TPS is more reliable at smaller 
mm/degree. 
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1. Introduction 
Volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) is a new radiotherapy technique which allows the generation of 
treatment plans of similar or better quality than those for fixed-field intensity modulated radiation therapy 
(IMRT) while reducing treatment time per fraction [1]. 

Patient-specific quality assurance (QA) for VMAT plans is important in confirming dose distribution. Dosi- 
metric verification is mostly often performed by delivering the treatment plan to a solid water phantom, mea- 
suring dosage with an ionization chamber and radiochromic film, and comparing the measured dose to the cal-
culated dose [2]. Various QA devices for VMAT delivery verification have recently been introduced, including 
a cylindrical diode array (ArcCHECKTM, Sun Nuclear Corporation, Melbourne, FL, USA), two orthogonal diode 
arrays (Delta4TM phantom, Scandidos, Uppsala, Sweden), an octagonal phantom (OctaviusTM, PTW, Freiburg, 
Germany), and a two-dimensional ionization chamber array with a gantry-mounted detector matrix to measure 
fluence (MatriXX/COMPASSTM, IBA Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck, Germany) [3]-[5]. However, these me- 
thods do not evaluate other plan parameters, such as gantry angle or multileaf collimator (MLC) position 
during VMAT delivery. Rather, we consider it important to analyze plan parameters that influence dosime- 
tric accuracy. 

Several authors have reported methods for assessing IMRT and VMAT plan complexity [6]-[12]. The com- 
plexity of IMRT and VMAT plans leads to a decreased gamma passing rate in dosimetric results [6] [7] [11]. 
Our previous study investigated dosimetry measurements of VMAT plan parameters using DICOM-RT verifica- 
tion and compared them to mechanical dose errors using a log file [13]. Despite the necessity of assessing 
VMAT plan complexity to ensure secure treatment planning, however, methods for quantitative assessment of 
VMAT plan complexity are still lacking. 

The purpose of this study was to compare DICOM-RT plan parameters with VMAT dose measured with a 2D 
array detector. 

2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Treatment Planning 
We randomly selected ten prostate cancer, four maxillary sinus cancer, and four malignant pleural mesothelioma 
cases and created VMAT plans. These patients underwent computed tomography scanning (Aquilion LBTM, 
Toshiba, Otawara, Japan) of the area to be treated. Prostate cancer patients also underwent magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). Monte Carlo dose calculations (MonacoTM version 3.0, Elekta, Maryland Heights Missouri, 
USA) were performed on the CT data with a grid size of 3 mm and variance of 3%. A linear accelerator (SynergyTM, 
Elekta, Crawley, UK) with a 6 or 10 MV photon beam and an MLC leaf width of 10 mm was used for VMAT 
delivery. Treatment plans were transferred from the TPS to a Desktop Pro 7.01TM linac control system via a 
record and verify system (MosaiqTM version 1.6, Elekta, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 

2.1.1. Prostate Cancer 
Gross tumor volume (GTV) was defined as visible tumor on CT and MRI. The clinical target volume (CTV) 
was defined as the prostate plus the proximal half of the seminal vesicles. The planning target volume (PTV) 
was formed by extending the CTV 10 mm outward in the axial plane except posteriorly in the region of the rec- 
tum-prostate interface, where the margin was set at 5 mm. The rectum, bladder, and femoral head were con- 
toured as organs at risk (OAR). All plans consisted of a 360˚ clockwise arc with a 0˚ collimator angle. A dose of 
74 Gy in 37 fractions was prescribed to 95% of the PTV, and maximum dose was restricted to 110% of the pre- 
scribed dose. Dose constraints for OARs were as follows: percentage of volume receiving 70 Gy (V70Gy) < 
15%; V60Gy < 25%; V40 Gy < 50%; bladder, V65Gy < 25%, V40Gy < 50%. The range of PTVs was 53.7 - 
117.4 cc. The range of Monitor Units (MU) was 415 - 612. 

2.1.2. Maxillary Sinus Cancer 
GTV was defined as visible tumor at the brain window settings. CTV was defined by adding an isotropic margin 
of 5 mm to the GTV. PTV was defined by adding an isotropic margin of 3 mm to the CTV. The normal brain, 
brainstem, spinal cord, optic chiasm, ipsilateral and contralateral eyes, and ipsilateral and contralateral optic 
nerves were contoured as OARs. A dose of 66 Gy in 33 fractions was prescribed to 95% of the PTV, and maxi- 
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mum dose was restricted to 110% of the prescribed dose. The dose-volume criteria used for the VMAT optimi- 
zation can be found in our previous work [14]. We used gantry rotation angles of 180˚. The range of PTVs was 
68.6 - 175.4 cc. The range of MU was 342 - 464. 

2.1.3. Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma 
The CTV was defined as the entire hemithoracic pleural space and involved nodal stations. The PTV was gener- 
ally extended by 5 mm outside the CTV. The contralateral lung, liver, heart, esophagus, kidneys, and spinal cord 
were contoured as OARs. A dose of 54 Gy in 30 fractions was prescribed to 95% of the PTV, and maximum 
dose was restricted to 115% of the prescribed dose. Dose constraints for OARs were given as follows: contrala- 
teral lung, V5Gy < 60%, V20Gy < 10%, mean dose < 10.0 Gy; liver, V30Gy < 33%, mean dose < 30 Gy; heart, 
V45Gy < 50%, D1% < 60 Gy; contralateral kidney, V15Gy < 20%; and spinal cord, Dmax < 47 Gy. We used 
two gantry rotation angles of 210˚ to reduce dose to the contralateral lung. The first arc rotation was clock-
wise, and the second arc was counterclockwise. The range of PTVs was 1346.7 - 2920.2 cc. The range of MU 
was 634 - 994. 

2.2. Calculation of Plan Parameters 
We calculated plan parameters using MATLAB software (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), defining the 
specified gantry angle position, MLC leaf position, and cumulative delivered MUs for each segment. We calcu- 
lated the gantry angle position, MLC positions, and MUs with a DICOM-RT plan which calculated the gantry 
and MLC parameters for each segment. We defined the gantry parameters from differences in position between 
gantry angle positions for each segment (degrees/MU). We defined MLC parameters using the number of MU at 
different positions of adjacent MLC leaves for each segment (mm/MU). We defined comprehensive parameters 
from positions of adjacent MLC leaves between gantry angle positions for each segment (mm/degree). The ab- 
solute value of the 95th percentile of the plan parameter for VMAT was investigated. 

2.3. Dosimetric Measurement 
The dosimetric QA system used for dose verification measurements of the VMAT delivery consisted of a two- 
dimensional multiple-diode array detector (MapCHECK2TM, Sun Nuclear Corporation, Melbourne, FL, USA) 
encased within a rectangular solid water phantom (MapPHAN2TM, Sun Nuclear Corporation, Melbourne, FL, 
USA). The enclosure phantom has a cross-sectional area of 30 × 30 cm2 parallel to the detector plane. Because 
the detector’s build-up material was not made of water equivalent, the depth from the phantom surface to the 
detector plane was adjusted to be a water-equivalent length of 10 cm on each side of the detector plane. Total 
dose distribution during VMAT delivery was measured in the coronal plane by the detector. The source-to-de- 
tector distance was 100 cm when the beam was delivered perpendicular to the detector plane. Gamma analysis 
with percent dose acceptance criteria and distance to agreement criteria of 3%/3mm and 2%/2mm (3%/3mm, 
2%/2mm) passing criteria under a dose threshold of 10% of the maximum dose on each plane were used. The 
Van Dyk percent difference criterion was used [15]. 

3. Results 
Table 1 shows the gamma passing rate analysis of the dose calculated vs. measured by the detector. The gamma 
passing rate (3%/3mm) of all treatment sites was approximately 100% for the VMAT plan. Gamma passing 
rates using stricter gamma criteria (2%/2mm) were 97.4% (range: 93.8% - 100.0%), 97.8% (range: 94.3% - 
99.4%) and 92.0% (range: 89.3% - 94.6%) for prostate cancer, maxillary sinus cancer, and malignant pleural 
mesothelioma VMAT deliveries, respectively. Malignant pleural mesothelioma showed lower passing rates than 
prostate and maxillary sinus cancers.  

Figures 1-3 show frequency histograms of calculated parameters for prostate cancer, maxillary sinus cancer, 
and malignant pleural mesothelioma VMAT plans, respectively. Averages of 95th-percentile values for the cal- 
culated plan parameters for the three treatment sites are summarized in Table 2. Calculated degrees/MU for ma- 
lignant pleural mesothelioma VMAT plans were lower than those for the other treatment sites. In contrast, cal- 
culated mm/MU and mm/degree for malignant pleural mesothelioma VMAT plans were higher than those for 
the other treatment sites. 
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Figures 4-6 show plots of calculated degrees/MU, mm/MU, and mm/degree as a function of the gamma passing 
rate (2%/2mm) for all cases. The gamma passing rate did not correlate with calculated degrees/MU or mm/MU, 
with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.27 and 0.39, respectively. Conversely, the gamma passing rate cor-
related with calculated mm/degree, with a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.60. 

4. Discussions 
In this study, we investigated the relationship between plan parameters and dosimetric results for VMAT delivery. 
The dosimetric results (3%/3mm) showed VMAT was capable of delivering accurate doses for all treatment 
 
Table 1. Gamma analysis passing rates measured by 2D diode detector. Percent dose acceptance criteria and distance to 
agreement criteria are (3%/3mm) and (2%/2mm) for clinical criteria and more restricted constraints, respectively. The ana-
lyzed data are displayed as mean with ranges in parentheses. 

 3 mm/3% 2 mm/2% 

Prostate cancer 99.9 % (99.7 - 100.0) 97.4 % (93.8 - 100.0) 

Maxillary sinus cancer 99.9 % (99.6 - 100.0) 97.8 % (94.3 - 99.4) 

Malignant pleural mesothelioma 99.2 % (98.5 - 99.0) 92.0 % (89.3 - 94.6) 

 
Table 2. Mean 95th-percentile values for DICOM-calculated plan parameters, with range in parentheses. 

 degrees/MU mm/MU mm/degree 

Prostate cancer 5.4 (2.5 - 7.9) 12.2 (6.3 - 18.8) 4.1 (3.2 - 4.2) 

Maxillary sinus cancer 3.1 (1.7 - 5.1) 10.0 (5.2 - 18.5) 5.2 (4.3 - 6.3) 

Malignant pleural mesothelioma 2.8 (2.1 - 3.3) 17.8 (9.3 - 21.8) 11.1 (10.2 - 11.6) 

 

 
Figure 1. Frequency histograms of calculated degrees/MU for (a) prostate cancer, (b) maxillary sinus cancer, and (c) ma- 
lignant pleural mesothelioma VMAT plans, respectively. 
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Figure 2. Frequency histograms of calculated mm/MU for (a) prostate cancer, (b) maxillary sinus cancer, and (c) malignant 
pleural mesothelioma VMAT plans, respectively.  
 

 
Figure 3. Frequency histograms of calculated mm/degree for (a) prostate cancer, (b) maxillary sinus cancer, and (c) malig-
nant pleural mesothelioma VMAT plans, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Gamma passing rate as a function of gantry angle divided by MU for each segment 
(degrees/MU). Gamma passing rate did not correlate with calculated degrees/MU. 

 

 
Figure 5. Gamma passing rate as a function of MLC travel distance divided by MU for each 
segment (mm/MU). Gamma passing rate did not correlate with calculated mm/MU. 

 

 
Figure 6. Gamma passing rate as a function of MLC travel distance divided by gantry angle 
for each segment (mm/degree). Gamma passing rates correlated with calculated mm/degree. 
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sites offered to patients. In our clinical practice, the tolerance level for passing rates is set to 95% at 3% and 3 
mm gamma analysis. A 95% pass rate at 3% and 3 mm was obtained in 100% of the evaluated plans. This is 
clearly a good result which confirms the reliability of VMAT planning and delivery. The average gamma pass- 
ing rates (2%/2mm) were 97.4%, 97.8%, and 92.0% for prostate cancer, maxillary sinus cancer, and malignant 
pleural mesothelioma VMAT deliveries, respectively. Malignant pleural mesothelioma VMAT delivery offered 
a slightly lower passing rate in the gamma index analysis. This finding is useful in understanding the beam cha- 
racteristics of VMAT delivery. Limitations of our experimental devices include a lack of dosimetric accuracy 
for film dosimetry and spatial resolution issues for 2D diode arrays. Given the complexity of VMAT delivery, 
an accurate high resolution 3D quality assurance system would be ideal. 

Plan parameters for VMAT differed for the three treatment sites. Calculated mm/MU and mm/degree for ma- 
lignant pleural mesothelioma VMAT deliveries were higher than for other treatment sites, because malignant 
pleural mesothelioma is associated with a much larger PTV. Accordingly, degrees/MU for malignant pleural 
mesothelioma VMAT delivery were lower than those for prostate cancer and maxillary sinus cancer patients, 
because malignant pleural mesothelioma requires a larger total MU. Total MU can be easily used to determine 
beam complexity, but cannot be used to assess VMAT plan complexity, because beam path-length differs by pa- 
tient and treatment site. Other indices for evaluating VMAT plan complexity are available. Masi et al. reported 
that average leaf travel (LT), modulation complexity score applied to VMAT (MCSv), MU value, and a multip- 
licative combination of LT and MCSv (LTMCS) were potential indices for scoring VMAT plan complexity us- 
ing threshold values [11]. 

The gamma passing rate showed a relationship with calculated mm/degree. The complexity of the VMAT 
plan is mainly due to the need to account for the motion of the gantry and MLC during rotation. Plan complexity 
is also affected by PTV size, locations of the tumor and OARs, required tumor dose, and dose-volume con- 
straints of the OAR. Additionally, VMAT delivery also differs from IMRT delivery with regard to MLC motion. 
MLC motion in VMAT delivery is back and forth, resulting in a large amount of leaf travel; this movement may 
lead to discrepancies between calculated and delivered doses. Larger PTVs may need special attention to the in- 
creased mm/degree with MLC travel (Figure 7). Chen et al. reported that the average gamma passing rate de- 
creased from 98% to 80% when the allowable leaf motion increased from 3 to 20 mm/degree [16]. If such mo- 
tion were used to achieve a VMAT plan, control point angular separation would need to be more precise [11] 
[16]. Calculated mm/degree can be easily computed and understood.  

5. Conclusion 
We showed a relationship between DICOM-RT plan parameters and passing rates obtained by pretreatment do- 
simetric verification plans. DICOM-calculated mm/degree can be used to assess VMAT plan complexity, although 
increasing mm/degree may lead to increased dosimetric errors. We conclude that dose distribution calculated by  
 

 
Figure 7. Calculated mm/degree as a function of PTV volume. Larger PTV volume led to a 
higher calculated mm/degree, resulting from a greater distance of leaf travel. 
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a TPS is more reliable at smaller mm/degree. 
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